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Evelyn and Julie's

Elegant

bathroom
the project

This project was a collaboration with
Julie Porretta of Bellport Homes, a home
for sale which demanded that the design
and finishes suit a wide range of potential
homeowners. Emphasizing a high quality
and luxurious master bath is very important
when building an investment property.

our goal

The goal for this bathroom was to make
it appear bright, timeless, elegant and
sophisticated.

our result

Julie accomplished this by working with
a classic grey and white marble, simple
white cabinetry with a bright white
Quartz counter top and a mirror with
a mirrored frame. The freestanding tub
is a classic element which has grown
in popularity over the years. It takes up
much more physical space in a bathroom,
however provides a more open and roomy
feeling overall. Selecting a crystal-like
chandelier added a touch of glamour to the
space.

“The use of a pale colour on the
walls was used to provide a neutral
canvas-like appearance”

Text Evelyn Eshun
Photography Larry Arnal

Builder, Bellport Homes, bellporthomes.ca; Cabinets, PDT
Cabinetry, www.pdtarchitecturalmillworkcabinetry.com;
Designed by, Evelyn Eshun, www.evelyneshun.com

FACT SHEET

the designer Evelyn Eshun
firm Evelyn Eshun Interior Design
background Evelyn has been
involved in design over the past
fourteen years, collaborating
with homeowners on their
projects.

Browse our Elegant Gatsby-Inspired Bathroom Gallery
www.CanadianHomeTrends.com/gatsbybath
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THE LOOK: Two-tone
transitional classic 

THE LOOK: Sophisticated
casual 
The Designer Evelyn Eshun

Kitchen Concepts

The Designer Glen Peloso

create a transitional kitchen by choosing a warm
hardwood floor. Select a traditional raised panel
door and drawer set. For the perimeter or the island,
select a warm grey stain and use an off-white for the
alternate area. Make sure that the exterior cabinets
extend to the ceiling and then select simple knobs
to complement the wood details. Select a Calcatta
marble or super white granite for the counter top and
backsplash. Finish the look by hanging two transitional
fixtures over the bar area.

Create a sophisticated casual kitchen
with natural materials, simple white
cabinets and detailed hardware for a
classic look.
I adore this look because it is timeless,
comfortable and classic. You can never
go wrong with a classic white kitchen. My
favourite items are the natural wide plank
floor and the marble counter top.

What I love about this look is the combination of
colours in conjunction with traditional elements and
timeless details. I also love the additional storage space
that comes with full height cabinets.
Traditional Pot filler
Delta
www.deltafaucet.ca

overatrhe
b

Pendant Light
Living Lighting
www.livinglighting.com

my colours

Cabinet Door, Selba Kitchens and Baths, www.selba.ca

Victorian Faucet
Delta
www.deltafaucet.ca

A14-4 Sun Shower
Olympic Paint
www.olympic.com
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D62-1 Morning Bre
Olympic Paint
www.olympic.com

s
D64-2 SIlver Thread
Olympic Paint
www.olympic.com

Calcatta Marble
Interstone Marble & Granite Ltd.
www.interstone.ca

counter top
Artisan Designer Enhanced
Ash Cocoa Hardwood
Torlys, www.torlys.com
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Cassidy Faucet
Delta
www.deltafaucet.ca

my colours

D65-5 Gun Metal Gre
y
Olympic Paint
www.olympic.com

D30-2 Gypsum
Olympic Paint
www.olympic.com

Pendant Light
Living Lighting
www.livinglighting.com

Belluz Door, Selba Kitchens and Baths, www.selba.ca

Calcatta Marble
Interstone Marble & Granite Ltd.
www.interstone.ca

love
Marrblteops
counte

C67-1 Pale Vista
Olympic Paint
www.olympic.com

Tibet Swivel Barstools
Kravet
www.Kravet.com
r

A50-1 Shooting Sta
Olympic Paint
www.olympic.com

Summit Designer
Rustic Ash Hardwood
Torlys, www.torlys.com

The Designer Evelyn Eshun
THE INSPIRATION A Holiday season in Paris encompasses all
that a “storybook Holiday tale” it is. Romantic, beautiful,
timeless, classic, glamorous and more!
Create this look at home by mixing gold, silver and white elements.
Add a dash of green spruce, fir and pine (natural of course). Layer your
accessories by placing florals and accessories on mirrors. Add mini LED
lights for added sparkle.

My favourite
item from this
look

I love this holiday
look because it is
timeless and traditional!
It is also abundant,
glamorous, dressy and
perfectly formal. It is
simple in its expression,
but very complex in its
detailed layers.

Venetian Mirror MT870
Ren-Wil,www.renwil.com;
Sparkle Pillow, The Land of Nod,
www.landofnod.com; Lamp Bassett
Furniture, www.bassettfurniture.
com; Ornaments, Floridus Design
Available through designers,
Wreath, Target, www.target.com

The LOOK: Glittering
Gold

The Look:
Fanciful Peacock 

create this look at home by using
gold Holiday décor and eliminate all
other colours from your palette. Keep
the gold theme going by mixing in
neutrals such as cream, silver, black,
brown or white. For example: use a
gold and cream ribbon on the tree,
door wreath, fireplace mantle and
centrepiece. Keeping a consistent
flow throughout the house is a great
way to complete this look!

THE INSPIRATION Inspired by
Peacocks, this is a lush, vibrant
approach to Holiday decorating.

The Designer Heather Segreti

All Décor Items
Floridus Design
Available through designers

Ornaments, Indigio, www.chapters.indigo.ca

I love this holiday look because
it’s neutral and rich. Gold and will
work with all colour palettes. It is
like wearing a gold watch - it really
completes the look, and adds that
touch of class and elegance to any
wardrobe. Not to mention, it’s always
in style!

The Designer Lisa Canning

CREATE THIS LOOK AT HOME by
layering cobalt blue, emerald green
and bronze in a variety of textures.
Mix glitter with matte finishes, feathers
with soft furs, and patterns with solids
for a dynamic, playful and seasonal
look.
I LOVE THIS HOLIDAY LOOK because
it is fashion forward, fanciful and fun. I
like introducing a bit of whimsy during
the Holidays and peacock feathers
and Mongolian sheep fur mixed
together certainly keeps it fun.

My favourite
item from this
look

My favourite
is
item from th
look
Mongolian Throw Pillow, Urban Barn, www.urbanbarn.com
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Intermezzo Stemware, Orrefors, www.orrefors.com

Decorations, Canadian Tire, www.canadiantire.ca

Holiday Concepts

THE LOOK: Parisian Storybook

